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VOIDSPAN INSTALLATION GUIDE #D1

TEMPORARY DUNNAGE CONSTRUCTION

OUTLINE SPECIFICATION (See DETAILS on second page)
Intent of WorkConstruct removable, re-usable temporary dunnage (bracing) system that fastens to extended rods that pass
through or out of masonry in order to resist grouting pressures.
SuitabilityThe work described herein is best suited for conditions where the collar joint mortar bonding behind the outer leaf
of stonework has deteriorated to a degree that all bond has been lost it can be removed and replaced.
Required Materials, Products and EquipmentNominal 4x4 timbers of Preservative Pressure Treated Southern Yellow Pine, No. 2 or No. 1 Grade
Standard #7 x 2" and 3" galvanized wood screws
8" long FastenMaster "TimberLOK" screws plus washers
Simpson Strong-Tie "ST6224" Strap Ties bent with 90-degree bend at center
Oversized galvanized Washers for 5/8" diameter or 3/4" diameter rods.
Requirements of work1. Arrange and utilize members that are as a long as possible to avoid the need for splicing.
2. Economy will be gained if the dunnage can be moved upward along the structure face as the grouting
progresses. It must remain in place at least 4 days after the grouting has been completed immediately behind it.
3. Design dunnage to resist an outward fluid pressure of up to 900 pounds per square foot.
4. Locate all rod holes in the center widths of the members. Hole diameters shall not be more than 1/8" greater
than the diameter of the rods that pass through them.
5. Fill any holes in exposed masonry left by fastenings so that they are not visible after the project is completed.
6. Arrange dunnage in a way that does not preclude masonry repairs or injection work, and perform required work
that would be blocked by the dunnage before it is installed.
7. Dunnage Hardware may be re-used if in sound condition.
8. Wooden Dunnage Members may be re-used if in undamaged condition. If not directly re-bolted, existing unused
rod holes must be kept at least 4" from the nearest new rod, screw or connector.
ResponsibilityIt is the responsibility of the Specifying Engineer to determine the specifics of the structural design and use of the
VoidSpan Reinforcement System and to confirm its appropriateness for the application. Note that the details and
suggested methods are presented herein as schematic representations only, and actual field conditions will vary.
It is the responsibility of the System Installer to understand the requirements of the installation and execute the
installation in a safe and correct manner.

PLEASE NOTE: The information presented herein is the intellectual property of VoidSpan Technologies, LLC and may not be reproduced or distributed without prior authorization.
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TEMPORARY DUNNAGE CONSTRUCTION

2'-0" min.
4'-0" max.

2'-0" min.
4'-0" max.
9.0 square
feet max
between
Rods

Port Anchor Extender Rods
or Rod Extensions, or
Threaded Rod Cross Ties

Dunnage Inner LayerIn direct contact with
masonry or shimmed
tightly against it

Provide
oversized
washers at
all rod ends
All dunnage
members #2
SYP P/T 4x4
Inner and
outer layer
may be
vertical or
horizontal

Dunnage Outer
Layer- Connected
from rods to clamp
inner layer

2'-6" min.
3'-6" max.

Provide (4) #20 x 3" screws between
dunnage layers at overlaps

COMMON DUNNAGE LAYOUT

ROD SPACING LIMITS

12" Max.
cantilever

6" Min.
beyond rod
to end of 4x4

(4) #7 x 3"
wood screws
"toe-screwed"
across the joint
Corner detail
may occur at
inner or outer
dunnage layer
(inner shown)

CORNER DETAIL

Simpson
"ST6224"
Strap-Tie bent
90 degree
around corner
at mid-length
w/ (24) #7 x 2"
pan head
wood screws

END DETAIL
8" long
"TimberLOK"
screws (1 of 4
groups of 4)
w/ oversized
washers

16"

16"
4x4 scab on inner or
outer face of dunnage
splice (do NOT locate
on top of bottom)

IN-LINE SPLICE DETAIL
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